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IN THE course of research into the calculus of variations, a new numerical topological 
invariant was introduced by Lusternik and Schnirelmann[26] and shown to give 
important information about the existence of critical points. This invariant, the 
category of a space, has received a great deal of study over the years and it seems 
time for a fairly comprehensive review. While it is impossible to include everything, 
for reasons of space, I have tried to say something about each of the different 
viewpoints and, wherever possible, to give sketch proofs of some characteristic 
results, with appropriate illustrations. This work has been much improved following 
the suggestions of Dr. Wilhelm Singhof who kindly read an early draft. I am most 
grateful to him and to others who have helped with particular points. 
81. INTRODUCTION 
The category of a space X is the cardinal number cat X defined as follow&S Let 
us say that a subset of X is categorical if it is contractible in X, and that a covering of 
X is categorical if it consists of categorical sets. Consider all categorical open 
coverings of X; we define cat X to be the minimum cardinality of such a covering. 
Thus cat X = 1 if and only if X is contractible. Also cat X 5 2 if X is a suspension, in 
particular spheres have category 2. 
Category is an invariant of homotopy type. This follows at once from 
PROPOSITION (1.1). Zf X dominates Y then cat X -Z cat Y. 
For let Y :X LY be maps such that fg = 1. If U C X is open then V = 
g-‘U C Y is open. If U is contractible in X then f] CJ is nulhomotopic, hence fg] V is 
nulhomotopic, hence V is contractible in Y, since fg = 1. Thus any categorical open 
covering of X pulls back to a categorical open covering of Y and (1.1) is obtained. 
It might seem more natural, in some ways, to define category using subsets of X 
which are contractible in themselves, instead of contractible in X. The number thus 
defined is known as the strong c.afegory, and written Cat X. However Fox[ 101 has 
constructed examples showing that Cat X is not a homotopy invariant. Ganea[l2] has 
studied the minimum value of Cat X, for all spaces of the same homotopy type of X, 
and has shown (see[37]) that this minimum is equal to cat X or cat X + 1, for a large 
class of spaces X, and examples of both possibilities are known (see[l4]). 
Category is subadditive in the sense that if X = A U B, where A,B are open 
subspaces of X, then 
(1.2) cat(A U B) 5 cat A + cat B. 
For example if T, is the mapping cone of a map f : W --) Y then cat Tf I cat Y + 1, by 
tThis is the second of a series of review articles being commissioned by the Editors. The first such 
article, on Hilbert’s sixteenth problem, appeared in Vol. 17 No: 1. 
Sin some part of the literature the number is reduced by one: contractible spaces have category zero, 
and so forth. 
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subadditivity and homotopy invariance. It follows that the category of a CW-complex 
does not exceed the number of dimensions in which the complex has cells. Again, 
consider the double mapping cylinder M = M(f, g) of a pair of maps f : W + Y, 
g: W-*2. Then 
cat A4 5 cat Y + cat 2, 
similarly. The further inequality cat M zz cat W + max(cat Y, cat 2) is suggested as an 
exercise; in fact the strict equality is true (see[l9]). 
Useful lower bounds for category can be obtained from cohomology. Recall that a 
ring A is said to be nilpotent if A” = 0 for some positive integer n. The least such 
integer n is called the index of nilpotency and written nil A. Consider singular 
cohomology theory H*, 
theory I?*. We have 
with any coefficient ring, and the corresponding reduced 
(1.3) cat X 2 nil 8*(X). 
A similar result holds for any multiplicative cohomology theory, in the generalized 
sense, as will be clear from the proof which follows. 
If V C X is categorical then 
u*:k*(x)--+A*(V) 
is trivial, where u : V C X, and hence 
v*: H*(X, V)- t;l*w 
is onto, by exactness. Thus if {V,, . . . , V,,} is a categorical open covering of X and 
x1, * * * 1 x, are given elements of G*(X) we can pull each xi back to H*(X, Vi) and 
hence pull the product xl.. . . . x, back to H*(X, VI U . , . U V,). But the latter group 
vanishes, since VI U . . . U V, = X, and so the product vanishes, as asserted. 
This result does not exhaust the information which can be obtained from co- 
homology. For example if cat X 5 2 not only are all products in a*(X) trivial but the 
(matric) Massey products which are then defined must also vanish. 
In the case of a manifold, the number of charts in a chart structure is an upper 
bound for the category (indeed the strong category). Let us look at a few examples to 
see whether we can find chart structures which achieve the minimum allowed by (1.3). 
First consider the projective (n - I)-space P, = P(R”) (n 2 1). There is a standard 
chart structure consisting of the subsets Vi(i = 1, . . . , n) where the ith coordinate is 
non-zero. Hence cat P. 5 n. The mod 2 cohomology ring is a truncated polynomial 
ring of height n - 1 and so has nilpotency index n. Using (1.3) we conclude that 
cat P. = n. The same result for complex and quaternionic projective spaces may be 
proved similarly. 
Recently Singhof[32] has shown that the complex Stiefel manifold 
wm,k = U(m)/U(m-k) (m>k) 
is of category k + 1, as follows. Take V, to be the (open) cell of top dimension in the 
standard cellular decomposition (see Yokota[44]). Define Vi = (iv, (i = 1,. . . , k), 
where 5,. . . . , & are distinct complex numbers of unit modulus. Then ( VO, VI, . . . , V,) 
constitutes a chart structure for W,,,k. Hence, and from cohomology, cat W,,,.k = k + 1. 
Except for a few special cases the situation for real and symplectic Stiefel manifolds 
is unknown. 
82. FURTHER INEQUALITIES 
Returning to the theory we prove 
PROPOSITION (2.1). If X is path-connected and paracompact then 
catXc:dimX+ 1. 
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To prove this we use a well-known procedure of Milnor’s as follows. Let X be any 
paracompact space. Let { Uj}jEJ be an open covering of X subordinated to the 
partition of unity (7Tj)jcJ. For each x E X let S(x) be the finite set of j such that 
rj(X)>O. For each finite subset S C J let W(S) be the open subset of all x E X such 
that U;(X) < U](X) for all i$ S and j E S. If S and S’ are two distinct subsets of J with 
the same number of elements then W(S) and W(S’) are disjoint, as is easily shown. 
Define Wk(k = 1,2,. . .) to be the union of all the sets W(S(b)) such that S(b) has k 
elements. Each of these sets W(S(b)) is open and is contained in the sets Uj of the 
original covering for all j E S(b). Hence if {Vi} is categorical then so is {wk}, since X is 
path-connected. Also the dimension of the nerve of {wk} is 5rn + 1, where m = I./I, and 
so we obtain (2.1). 
This relation between dimension and category goes right back to the original work 
of Lusternik and Schnirelmann[26], although the version given here is due to 
Palais[28]. Our next two results are essentially due to Fox whose definitive article [lo] 
embodies most of what was known at the time it was written. 
For any space X we describe a finite sequence V, C . . . C V,, = X of open 
subspaces of X as categorical if each of the differences Vi - Vi-1 (i = 1,. . . , n) is 
contained in an open categorical subspace of X. Here we make the convention that 
VO = 0. Since the sets Vi - Vi-1 form a covering of X it is clear that the existence of a 
categorical sequence of length II implies that cat X d n. Conversely we prove 
PROPOSITION (2.2) Let X be a path-connected paracompact space such that cat X 5 
n. Then X admits a categorical sequence of length n. 
Choose an open categorical covering A,, . . . , A. of X and a partition of unity 
subordinated to this covering. By the Milnor procedure, as above, we construct an 
open covering WI, . . . , W. of X such that each member Wi (i = 1,. . . , n) is the union 
of a finite number of disjoint open sets each contained in a member of the original 
covering. (In fact Wi consists of points of X which are contained in precisely i sets of 
the original covering.) This new covering is categorical, since X is path-connected, 
and so V, C . . . C V,, = X is a categorical sequence, where Vi is the union of the sets 
Wj for j > n - i. This proves (2.2). 
Categorical sequences are used for various “product inequalities”, starting with? 
PROPOSITION (2.3). If X and Y are path-connected and parucompact then 
cat(X X Y) C cat X + cat Y. 
Let A0 C . . . C A,,,_,, Bo c . . . C B,-l be categorical sequences for X, Y, respec- 
tively. Then Co C . . . C Cm+n_~ is a categorical sequence for X x Y, where 
C, = U (Ai X B,-;); 
(observe that C, - C,-1 is the union of the disjoint sets (Ai - Al-l) X (B,-i - B,_i-1)). 
Hence (2.2) implies (2.3). 
It follows from (2.3) that if S,, . . . , Sk are spaces of category 52 then Six’. . . x Sk 
has category 5 k + 1. In particular this is true when S,, . . . , Sk are spheres, and in this 
case (1.3) shows that Cat(S, X . . . X Sk) = k + 1. However, equality does not always 
hold. Fox [ 101 has given the following example of a pair of spaces of category 2 whose 
product is also of category 2. Let p. q be mutually prime integers. The space A4, is 
formed by attaching a 3-cell to S* by a map of degree p, and the space M4 is formed 
similarly. Now M,, and A&, being suspensions, have category 2, while Mp x M4 
contains A4, v Mq as a deformation retract and so has category 2 for the same reason. 
tBassi[2] has an early result of this type but in a combinatorial setting 
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There is a long-standing conjecture to the effect that cat(X x S’) = cat X + 1 for all 
X and any positive integer r. Recently Singhof[34] has shown this to be true when X 
is a piecewise-linear manifold such that cat X exceeds a certain number depending on 
dim X. 
If X is a path-connected space on which a discrete group v acts freely then 
cat X s cat(X/P), from the homotopy lifting property. We have already seen that 
cat(S”/&) = n + 1 for the antipodal action. Krasnoselski[25] has shown by a rather 
complicated argumentt that cat (S”/?r) = n + 1 for all finite and non-trivial n. 
03. GROUP-LIKE SPACES 
Any open covering of a paracompact space admits a closed refinement, by the 
Dieudonne shrinking theorem, and if the original covering is categorical then so, 
obviously, is the refinement. When the space is an absolute neighbourhood retract 
(ANR) any categorical closed set is contained in a categorical open set, hence any 
categorical closed covering is a refinement of some categorical open covering. Thus 
for ANR’s we can use categorical closed coverings, rather than categorical open 
coverings, in the definition of category, and this is often advantageous. 
In homotopy theory the notion of category is often associated with that of 
nilpotency. We recall that a group I is said to be nilpotent if there exists a sequence 
r = r, 3 . . . > r” = {I} 
of subgroups such that [I’, Ii] C ri+t (i < n). Such a sequence is called a central chain 
of length n - 1 and the minimum length of such central chains of I is called the 
nilpotency class. 
If G is a topological group then, for any pointed space X, the set 7(X; G) of 
(pointed) homotopy classes of (pointed) maps X + G inherits a natural group struc- 
ture from that of G. Moreover, this remains true if G is merely group-like, i.e. carries 
a continuous product G x G + G which satisfies the group axioms up to (pointed) 
homotopy. For example, the space of loops on a pointed space is group-like. 
Following Whitehead [42] we prove 
THEOREM (3.1) If X is a connected ANR of finite category then T(X; G), for any 
group-like G, is nilpotent of chss <cat X. 
Let {A,, . . . , A,,} be a closed categorical covering of X, where n = cat X. Define Ii 
(i=l,..., n) to be the set of homotopy classes of maps f: X -+ G such that f[Ai U 
. . . U Ai is nulhomotopic. Then I, > . . . 3 I’, are subgroups of I = ~T(X; G). Also 
I, = I’, since A, is contractible in X, and I. = {I}. I assert that this chain is central. For 
since X is an ANR and Al U . . . U Ai (i < n) is closed we can represent elements of 
Ii by maps f : X + G which are constant on Al U . . . U Ai. Similarly we can represent 
elements of I by maps g:X+ G which are constant on Ai+, since Ai+, is closed and 
categorical. Hence the commutator of the elements so represented lies in ri+l, since 
its representatives are nulhomotopic on the union of Ai+, and AI U . . . U Ai- This 
proves (3.1). A similar result holds for group-like pairs (G, H). 
The homotopy groups v.(G) of a group-like space admit a pairing, the Samelson 
product. The product (a, /3) E rP+,(G) of a E 7rP(G) and p E PJG) is given by the 
composition 
ad 
SphSq--+G/\G- ’ G, 
where c denotes the commutator and A the smash product. In the split exact 
sequence 
0- .rr(Sp A Sq; G)- .rr(Sp x Sq; G)- rr(SP v Sq;G)-0, 
the image of ((I, p) in the centre group is a commutator [a’, P’]. Similarly if y E r,(G) 
?A challenge to algebraic topology here, 
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the image of (a, (/3,r)) under 
rr(S” A Sq A S’;G)--~(SP~Sq~S’;G) 
is a triple commutator [a’, [B’, $11. Now the product 
[a’, LB’, 7’11 - [P’, [Y’, a’11 *if, Ia’, P’ll 
liesin [r, [r, [l?, r]]] which is trivial, by (3.1). since cat(SP x Sq x S’) = 4. Hence 
(following Whitehead) we obtain the Jacobi identity 
(- l)lp(a, (0, 7)) + (- l)“‘(P, (7, a)> + (- l)“(r, (a, P)) = 0. 
When G is a loop-space, say G = flu, the Samelson product in r.(G) is equivalent to 
the Whitehead product in r,(Y). 
Clearly the nilpotency class of rr(X; G) is bounded by that of rr(G; G) and hence 
by cat G, for all spaces X to which (3.1) applies. In r,(G), therefore, all multiple 
Samelson products of length greater than cat G are trivial. 
04. DEFORMATIONS OF THE DIAGONAL 
In this section we turn our attention to path-connected spaces with basepoint, 
generally denoted by *. If * admits a categorical neighbourhood we describe the space 
as categorically well-based. 
In the n-fold topological product II”X of a pointed space X with itself we 
distinguish a subspace T”X, often known as the fat wedge, consisting of the n-tuples 
(Xl,. . . I x,) such that a least one of the xi equals *. The space obtained from fI”X by 
collapsing T”X to a point is the n-fold smash product. Consider the diagonal map 
Ax = Ax” : X + IInX. Following Berstein and Ganea[4] (but see also [43]) we prove 
PROPOSITION (4.1). Suppose fhat X is path-connected, normal, and categorically 
well-based. Then cat X 5 n if and only if Ax* can be deformed into T”X. 
Let h, :X + II”X be a deformation of A x” such that hl = jg for some map g : X + 
T”X, where j:T”X C II”X. Write Vi = h,-‘p;‘N C X (i = 1,. . . , n), where pi: 
II”X + X denotes the ith projection and N is a categorical neighbourhood of *. Since 
1 = piho = pihI* which maps Vi into N, it follows at once that Vi is categorical. Hence 
(U,, . *. , U,,) constitutes a categorical open covering of X, which proves (4.1) in one 
direction. 
Conversely, suppose that (Vi, . . . , V.) is an open covering of X and that hi: Vi X 
Z+X(i= l,..., n) is a contraction of Vi. Since X is path-connected we may assume 
that Vi is mapped to * at the end of the contraction. Since X is normal there are 
closed subsets Ai of X, such that (Al,. . . , A.) covers X, open neighbourhoods Wi of 
Ai, such that wi C Vi, and maps ri :X + I such that ri(Ai) = 1, Q(X - Wi) = 0. Define 
di:XXZ+X by 
di(X, t) = 
f(X) if X E X - *i, 
hi(x, t T;(X)) if x E Vi, 
. 
and define d :X x Z +X” so that pid = din Then d is a homotopy of Ax” into a map 
with values in T”X. This completes the proof. 
Notice, incidentally, that if (X, *) is a cofibred pair then the existence of a 
deformation of Ax” into T”X as a map implies the existence of a pointed deformation 
of Ax” into T”X as a pointed map. 
Under these assumptions, therefore, we see that cat X I 2 if and only if X admits 
a coHopf structure. A necessary condition for this due to Fox[lO] is that P,(X) is 
free, in the nonabelian sease. For if p :X+X v X is a coHopf structure then 
j.p. = A., as shown in the following diagram where G = r,(x) and j. denotes the 
standard homomorphism of the free product into the direct. 









Now im p. = j,-’ (im A,) which is free. Also II. is injective, since A. is injective. Hence 
G is free, as asserted. 
It follows, incidentally, that if X is a closed manifold of category 2 then X is a 
homotopy sphere.? For X is orientable, since r,(X) is free, moreover H’(X; 2,) = 0 
for p prime and 0 < i < dim X, by (1.3) and PoincarC duality, hence Hi(X) = 0 in the 
same range. But the rank of r,(X) as a free group equals that of H,(X) as a free 
abelian group, and is therefore zero. Hence X is simply-connected and the assertion 
follows. 
Before moving on to other matters there is an interesting result of Eilenberg[8] 
which fits in here. By an essential space we mean one which cannot be deformed into 
a proper subspace of itself. For example, compact manifolds are essential. The result 
in question is 
PROPOSITION (4.2). Let X,, . . . ,X, be non-contractible spaces such that 
x = x, x . . . x X” 
is essential. Then cat X > n. 
Let pi :X + Xi(i = 1,. . . , n) project X onto its ith factor. Then pA = 1, where 
A: X +X” is the diagonal and p :X” +X is the product p1 x . . .x pn. Let W” c X 
denote the fat wedge, consisting of n-tuples (xl,. . . ,x,) where Xi E Xi for i = 
1 * * 1 n and at least one Xi lies at the basepoint of Xi. Then p T” c W”, where 
i’ C X” is the fat wedge as before. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that A = A’, 
where A’X C T”. Then 1 = ph = PA’, where p A’X C W”. But W” is a proper 
subspace of X, since the Xi are non-contractible, and so X is inessential. This 
contradiction proves (4.2). In general it is a difficult problem to decide whether a given 
homotopy type can be expressed non-trivially as a product. 
95. THE WHITEHEAD DEFINITION 
In the light of (4.1) we can adopt the viewpoint taken by Whitehead(43) and other 
homotopy theorists and define cat X to be the least integer n (if any) such that the 
diagonal Ax” can be deformed into T”X, as a pointed map. For spaces to which (4.1) 
does not apply this “Whitehead definition” may not agree with the original one but 
this is not too great a drawback. We adopt the Whitehead definition for the rest of this 
section. Most of the properties we have obtained from the original definition can also 
be obtained directly from the Whitehead definition. For instance Hardie[l8] has given 
a “Whitehead” proof of the product inequality (2.3). While some results are more 
easily proved from the old definition with others it is the reverse, for example 
PROPOSIUON (5.1). Let X be a finite CW-complex. If X is (r- 1)connected (r> 1) 
then cat X I 1 + dim X/r. 
After a change within the homotopy type, if necessary, we can suppose that the 
cell-structure of X consists of the O-cell * with cells of dimension or attached. In the 
product cell structure of II”X the fat wedge T”X is a subcomplex and the remaining 
cells of IYX are of dimension znr. Hence if dim X < nr we can deform Ax into T”X 
by cellular approximation and the result follows at once. 
For example consider a complex algebraic d-manifold V. Since V is simply- 
connected we have cat VI d + 1 by (5.1). But with any Kiihler metric there exists a 
closed ‘L-form on V whose dth power is the volume element and so cannot be 
t1 am grateful to Dr. Singhof for pointing this out. 
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cohomologous to zero. Hence cat V = d + 1, by (1.3). This result apllies to complex 
Grassmanians, for example, and to manifolds of the form G/T where G is a compact 
connected Lie group and T a maximal torus of G. 
The next question, after (5.1), is to identify the first obstruction to the deformation 
of the diagonal into the fat wedge. We start by recalling the relevant general theory, as 
follows. Let (Y, B) be an (m - I)-connected pair (m 2 2) such that r,(B) acts trivially on 
rr,,,( Y, B). The inverse of the relative Hurewicz isomorphism determines an element 
cp,(Y, B) E H”(Y, B: nfn(Y, B)) 
called the fundamental class, and we have 
LEMMA (5.2). Let X+ Y be a map, where X is a CW-complex of dimension Sm. 
Then f can be deformed into B if and only if p,,,( Y, B) lies in the kernel of 
f* : H”( Y, B; 7r”‘( Y, B)) - H”(X; 7r,(Y, I?)). 
Next we recall (see[21], for example) the functorial behaviour of the fundamental 
class, particularly in relation to products. Thus if X is (r - I)-connected (r 12) then 
‘#Y,(X) = cp’(X, *) E B’(X; 7r’(X)) 
is defined and the fundamental class of the (nr- I)-connected pair 
(l-I”X, T”X) = rV’(X, *) (n= 1,2,...) 
is given by the relation 
cp,,(l-f”X, T”X) = rp’(X) @ * . . @ P’(X) 
(n factors). Here @ denotes the external cup-product in cohomology with coefficients 
transformed according to the cross-product 
7r,(X) @I . . . @ 7r,(X) - 7r”‘W”X T”X), 
which is an isomorphism. Now the homomorphism induced by the diagonal Ax :X + 
(lI”X, T”X) sends the external cup-product into the internal cup-product 
cp’(X) u *. * u q+(X) E H”‘(X; T,(X) @ . . * @ T’(X)). 
Hence and from (5.2) we obtain 
PROPOSITION (5.3). Let X be a finite (r- I)-connected CW-complex, where r 2 2, 
and suppose that dim X 5 rn, where n 1 1. Then cat X 5 n if and only if the n-fold 
cup-product q,(X) U . . . U q,(X) = 0. 
A similar result can still be obtained when r = 1 by passing to the universal cover; 
for details see Schwarz[30] and Berstein[3]. In particular the latter includes 
PROPOSITION (5.4). Let X be a closed connected n-manifold with r,(X) = 2,. Then 
cat X = n + 1 if and only if cp”# 0, where cp generates H’(X; Zz) = Zz. 
Berstein applies this in case X = G,.k, the Grassmaniant of k-planes in R”. We 
take m 2 k, since the other cases follow by duality, and k z 2, since projective spaces 
have already been dealt with. The value of 9”’ can be calculated, using the Schubert 
generators for the cohomology, and it turns out that cp”‘# 0 if and only if k = 2 and 
m + 1 is a power of 2. These, then, are the only cases for which cat G,,,s = mk + 1. 
Obstructions to the existence of coHopf structure have been investigated by 
Berstein and Hilton[5] amongst others. For example, consider complexes of the form 
Sq U e’, where r > q 2 2 and the r-cell is attached by a map of class (I E 7r+r(Sq). 
Berstein and Hilton show that Sq U e’ admits coHopf structure if and only if a lies in 
Some further results on the category of this space have recently been obtained by Dr. Howard Hiller 
(private communication). 
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the kernel of 
rr,-dSq) -L P,-,(sq v sq) --J4 7r,(Sq x sq, sq v sq), 
where c is the standard coHopf structure on Sq and A the standard right-inverse of 
the boundary operator. In fact the relative group can be expressed as a direct sum of 
the form 
P,(P’) @ 7r,(P_2) $’ 7r,(S3q-*) @ . . . , 
and the projections of AC. in this decomposition are the generalised Hopf invariants. 
Thus the determination of the category of Sq U e’ is reduced to standard homotopy 
theory. 
Effective methods for deciding the category of even slightly more complicated 
spaces have yet to be developed. However, Schweitzer[31] has made some progress, 
using a special kind of secondary cohomology operation, and this has recently been 
taken further by Singhof[33]. Applications are given to sphere-bundles over spheres. 
If E is such a bundle then the well-known cell decomposition shows that cat E 5 4, 
moreover cat E s 3 if a section exists. The precise category of E can be determined in 
a range of cases. For example, Schweitzer shows that 4 is the category of the 
symplectic group Sp(2); in fact cat Sp(n) 2 n + 2 (n r 2) by Singhof’s extension of the 
method. 
The behaviour of category and allied invariants under localisation has been studied 
by Toomer[38,39] and others. 
Another invariant which has received a certain amount of attention is the weak 
category w cat X of the space X. This is defined to be the least integer n (in any) such 
that the projection X+II”X/T”X of the diagonal into the smash product is nul- 
homotopic. Of course w cat X I cat X and equality holds in a certain “stable range”. 
See Ganea[l3], Gilbert [I41 for this and other results about weak category, including 
examples where w cat X < cat X. 
The Whitehead definition of category can be dualized in an obvious way, but the 
result does not seem to be of much interest. *However Ganea[ll] has proposed a 
different definition of cocategory which has desirable properties, for example the 
spaces of cocategory 52 are precisely the Hopf spaces. 
56. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 
An interesting question, raised by Ganea[13], concerns the behaviour of category 
under direct limits. Let X be a space which is the direct limit of a sequence of closed 
subspaces X, C . . . C Xr C . . . such that cat X, CC n, say, for all k. What can then be 
said about cat X? Ganea showed that cat X 5 2n, but Hardie has improved this to 
<2n as an application of his work[l9] on the double mapping cylinder. To obtain the 
strict inequality consider the “telescope” 
XT = ky, Xk x [k - 1, k] C X x 10, m), 
which has the same homotopy type as X. If U = (V,, . . . , U,, . . .) is a collection of 
subsets of X, where Uk is an open and categorical subspace of X, for all k, then 
o= ky, ukx 
( 
k-f, k-i) 
is an open and categorical subspace of X. Let U’ = (U,‘, . . . , Ul, . . .) (i = 1,. . . , n) be 
a set of n such collections with the property that 
u, = (i&l,. . . , uk”) 




xr = 0’ u . . . u on u x;, 
x;= u,xkx([k-I,k-f) U(k-$,k]). 
But since Uk” is contractible in X,, for all k, it follows that 0” U X; has the 
homotopy type of the union of spaces X, U CU,” (k = 1,2,. . .), where CU,” denotes 
the cone on U,” and the vertex of the cone is identified with a point of Xk+,. Clearly 
cat( 0” U X+) 5 n, hence 
cat(Xrl+cat(o” UX$)52n-1, 
by subadditivity. Thus cat X < 2n, as asserted. 
It would be interesting to know whether this result can be improved. The 
conjecture that cat X 5 n is easily disposed of. For, as Genea observes, the Eilen- 
berg-MacLane space K(Q, 1) (Q = rationals) cannot be a coHopf space, since the 
fundamental group is not free, and yet K(Q, 1) can be constructed as a direct limit of 
spaces X, each of which has the homotopy type of S’. 
The category of any discrete group 7r is defined to be that of the Eilenberg- 
MacLane space K(r, 1). Eilenberg and Ganea[9] have shown that cat 7r = dim P + 1 
(where dim v means the cohomological dimension) with the possible exception of 
some cases where cat m = 3 and dim r = 1. 
Another result involving telescopes is Fox’s pinching theorem[lO]. Clearly if S’ is 
the space obtained from a sphere S by identifying the poles then cat S’ = 2, since the 
enlarged hemispheres of S remain contractible after identification. More generally let 
X be a non-contractible space and let X’ be obtained from X by identifying distinct 
points p. q of X. If X is formed from X x 2 (2 = integers) by identifying (p, k) with 
(q, k + 1) for all k then X is a covering space of X’ and therefore cat X -(cat X’, since 
X is path-connected. However, cat X scat 2, by (1.2), since X is a retract of X, 
hence cat X 5 cat X’. To prove the inequality the other way some mild assumption is 
needed. We assume that (X, (p, q}) is a cofibred pair. This implies that X’ has the 
same homotopy type as the space X” obtained from X by adjoining an arc A from p 
to q. Let (U,. . . . , U,) be an open categorical covering of X, where n 2 2. With no real 
loss of generality we may suppose that p E U,, q E U,. Then 
(U, U (A - 4), u, U (A -P), u3, * *. , U") 
is an open categorical covering of X”. Thus cat X’ = cat X” 5 cat X, hence cat X’ = 
cat X. Invariance under pinching can be used to demolish various otherwise plausible 
conjectures. 
57. THE CATEGORY OF A MAP 
The original notion of category can be generalised in a number of ways. One of the 
most fruitful of these is the notion of the category of a map, due to Berstein and 
Ganea [4]. For a map f : X + Y this is the cardinal number cat f defined as follows. Let 
us say that a subset U C X is categorical for f if flU is nulhomotopic, and that a 
covering of X is categorical for f if it consists of sets with this property. Then cat f is 
defined to be the minimum cardinality of open coverings of X which are categorical 
for f. Clearly cat f 5 cat X and cat f 5 cat Y. Also cat f depends only on the homo- 
topy class of f. Note that cat f = 1 if and only if f is nulhomotopic. 
An obvious extension of the argument used to prove (1.3) shows that 
(7.1) cat f Z nil (imf*), 
where f*:fi*( Y)+Z?*(X) denotes the induced homomorphism in singular co- 
homology with any coefficient ring. 
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When X is normal and Y is an ANR we can, just as in 93, used closed coverings 
rather than open coverings. Under these conditions cat f is subadditive in the sense 
that 
(7.2) cat f 22 cat(f]X,) + cat(f]Xz) 
where XI, X2 are closed subspaces of X. An important special case is when X is a 
closed subspace of Y and f is the inclusion: in this case cat f is generally written as 
catY X. This number plays a central role in the original Lusternik-Schnirelmann 
theory (see § 11 below). 
Another important special case is when Y = Ba, the classifying space for a given 
topological group G. Then f determines a G-bundle E over X and cat f equals what, 
in §8, we call the G-category of E; this notion is due to Schwarz. 
Both (4.1) and (5.1) can be generalized to results about the category of a map 
f : X + Y, as follows. 
PROPOSITION (7.3). Suppose that X is normal, and that Y is path-connected and 
categorically well-based. Then cat f s n if and only if there exists a map g :X + T”Y 
such that jg = Aynf, as shown in the following diagram 
8 
X- T”Y 
f I I i 
Y-l-I"Y 
Av” 
PROPOSITION (7.4). Let X be a finite CW-complex. Suppose that Y is (r - l)- 
connected (r 2 1) and categorically well-based. Then cat f s 1 + dim X/r. 
The proof is by basic obstruction theory. Of course the local condition can be 
ignored if we use (7.3) as the basis for a “Whitehead definition” of the category of a 
map. We adopt this course for 
PROPOSITION (7.5). Let B be a path-connected well-based space. Let p : E --* B be a 
fibration with path-connected fibre F. Then cat E.5 cat i * cat p, where i : F C E. Hence 
catE<catF*catB. 
A weaker form of (7.5) but with the same final conclusion, is due to 
Varadarajan[41]. The formulation given is due to Hardie [ 171 whose proof proceeds as 




P I 1 b 
B - ti”B 
AB” 
Since p is a fibration so is II”p, hence the homotopy of the diagram can be lifted to a 
homotopy of the diagonal AEn into a map Q’: E + lI”E such that 
(7.6) U”(p) 0 Q’ = jB o Q. 








Now (E, F) is a cofibred pair, by a theorem of Strram(351, since (B, *) is a closed 
cofibred pair. Hence the homotopy in th’e diagram can be extended to a homotopy of 
the diagonal A,“’ into a map T:E+~I’“E such that 
(7.7) 7oi= jEO& 
Since II” is a functor which respects homotopies we obtain from these results that 
II”(r) 0 cp’ = II”(AEm) 0 cp’ = l-l”(A,m) 0 AEn = AEm=. 
Moreover, if x E E then, by (7.6). at least one coordinate of cp’x belongs to F and so, 
by (7.7), at least one coordinate of II”(T) 0 rp’x is the basepoint of E. Therefore 
II”(T) 0 cp’ can be factored through T”“E. Hence cat E 5 mn, as asserted. 
As Singhof[32] has shown (7.5) can be used to obtain an improved upper bound 
for the category of a compact connected Lie group G. We already know, of course, 
that 
rankG<catGIdimG+l, 
by (1.3) and (2.1). When rl(G) = 0, and hence G is 2-connected, we can improve the 
upper bound to l/3 dim G + 1, by (5.1). This applies, for example, to the spinor and 
symplectic groups but not to the rotation groups. However, when r,(G) is cyc!ic 
Singhof uses (7.5) to show that 
(7.8) catGIdimG-rankG+2, 
as follows. If T C G is a maximal torus then cat(G/T)- 1 = (l/2) dim(G/T) = 
(1/2)(dim G - rank G), as we have seen. Also cat i 5 2, where i: T C G, since 
i.v,(T) = n,(G) which is generated by a closed l-parameter subgroup when r,(G) is 
cyclic.Hence cat G 5 2 cat(G/T), by (7.5), and (7.8) is obtained. Examples where (7.8) 
applies are the rotation groups SO(n), the projective groups PSO(n) (nfOmod4), 
also the projective unitary and symplectic groups. 
In some cases the cohomological lower bound can be raised using detailed 
calculations such as those of Borel[7] or Baum and Browder[6]. Thus cat Gz = 5 and 
cat PSp(2) = 9, for example. In most cases however, the upper and lower bounds are 
far apart. 
OS. THE SECTIONAL CATEGORYt 
We now give a brief account of the work of Schwarz (seer301 for further details). 
Let X be a space and let p : E + X be a space over X. Consider coverings of X by 
open sets over each of which E has a section. We describe the minimum cardinality 
of such coverings as the sectional category of E, written secat E. Clearly secat E I 
cat X for all spaces E over X for which section neighbourhood extension is true. 
Most of the elementary properties of sectional category are straightforward 
modifications of those of ordinary category. For example, if f : Y + X is a map then 
clearly secat (f*E) 5 secat (E); equality holds when f is a homotopy equivalence, by 
the argument used to prove (l.l), assuming section neighbourhood extension. 
Following Schwarz we prove 
PROPOSITION (8.1). Let X be paracompact, and let E be a space over X. Then 
secat E 5 n if and only if the n-fold fibre join E * . . . * E admits a section. 
We use the topology and notation for the tibre-join introduced by Milnor in re- 
lation to universal bundles (see [20]). Points of the n-fold fibre join E’“) are represen- 
ted in the form (t,e,, . . . , t.e.), where el, . . . , en lie in the same fibre of E and tl, . . . , L are 
non-negative real numbers such that tl + . . . + t, = 1. The identifications are such that tiei 
is independent of ei when ti = 0. 
Let U,,..., U,, be an open covering of X and let r,. . . . rn be a subordinated 
tI propose this term in place of the over-worked “genus”, used in[30]. 
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partition of unity. Given sections Si: Vi+ ElUi (i = 1,. . . , n) we define a section 
s:X+E(“‘by 
s(x) = (~,(X)S,(X), *. * 7 ~“(xb.(x)). 
This makes sense since the support of si is contained in Ui. 
Conversely let s :X + E (“) be a section. Define Vi (i = 1,. . . , n) to be the set of 
x E X such that the ith coordinate of s(x) is non-zero. Then U,, . . . , U, form an 
open covering and sections s;: Vi + ElUi (i = I,, . . , n) are given by s(x) = 
(tls,(x), f . - , &(x)). This completes the proof of (8.1). We deduce 
PROPOSITION (8.2). Let X be a finite CW-complex and let E be a fibre space over X. If 
the fibre of E is (r - I)-connected, where t 2 1, then secat E < (dim X + 2)/(r + 1). 
This follows at once from (8.1) and the theory of obstructions to sections. Clearly 
any available information about the existence of a section of the fibre-join can be 
reformulated in terms of sectional category. 
It is interesting to apply (8.1) in case E is the space of based paths in X. Here 
secat E = cat X (see Toomer[38] for details) and so (8.1) shows that cat X 5 n if and 
only if the n-fold fibre join of E with itself admits a section. As Gilbert[l4] has 
pointed out, the n-fold fibre-join is none other than the space of paths in IYX which 
begin in the diagonal and end in the fat-wedge, which brings us back to condition (4.1). 
Returning to the general case consider the kernel of the induced homomorphism 
p*:l?*(X)-+fi*(E) 
in singular cohomology with any coefficient ring. Then 
(8.3) secat E r nil ker p *, 
by an argument similar to that used to prove (1.3). 
In particular, suppose that E is an (orthogonal) (r - 1)-sphere bundle over X. Then 
a lower bound for secat E is the Euler index of E, i.e. the nilpotency index of the 
Euler class W,(E) E H’(X; 2). This can also be seen directly from (8.1) since the 
Euler class of the n-fold fibre-join is equal tq (W,(E))“. The non-oriented case can be 
dealt with similarly using twisted coefficients. 
At this stage it becomes convenient to introduce a little extra terminology, with 
reference to a given topological group G. Let E be a fibre bundle over X with 
structural group G. Consider coverings of X by open sets over which E is trivial, as a 
G-bundle. We describe the minimum cardinality of such coverings as the G-category 
of E, written G-cat E. Clearly G-cat E = secat P, where P is the associated principal 
bundle. Again, as remarked in 67, G-cat E is equal to the category of the classifying 
map. k :X --, Bc. Our next result elucidates this relationship. 
Recall that &, in Milnor’s construction, is constructed as the direct limit of 
spaces? BG(“’ = G’“‘/G (n = 1,2, . . .) where G(“) denotes the n-fold join of G with , 
itself. Following Schwarz again we prove 
PROPOSITION (8.4). Let E be a G-bundle ouer the paracompact space X. Then 
G-cat E s n if and only if the classifying map k :X + BG can be deformed into B&“‘. 
It is sufficient to prove this when E is principal. If k can be deformed into B&“’ 
then E can be induced from the G-bundle G(“). Hence G-cat E I G-cat G’“) 5 
cat B&“‘. However cat Bo(“) 5 n by the same argument as was used in § 1 in the case of 
real projective spaces. Hence G-cat E 5 n. Conversely, suppose that ElUi is trivial 
for i = 1,. . . , n, where {U,, . . . , U.} is an open covering of X. Choose a partition of 
unity {in,, . . . , T,} subordinated to this covering. Also choose trivializations 
{cp,, . . . , qn}, where pi : ElUi + G is equivariant. Then an equivariant map cp : E + G’“’ 
tFull details of the results on the cohomology of these spaces announced in [291 have unfortunately never 
been published. 
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is given at e E E by 
q(e) = (7rle . cple, . . . ,7r.e - rp.e). 
The inclusion of q/G :X + BAn’ is a classifying map for E and hence homotopic to k. 
This completes the proof of (8.4). 
89. VECTOR BUNDLES 
Vector bundles provide an interesting illustration of the previous theory and we 
adapt our terminology for this purpose. Let X be a paracompact space and let ,$ be a 
vector bundle over X. Consider coverings of X by open sets over which 5 is trivial. 
We describe the minimum cardinality of such coverings as the category of the vector 
bundle 5, written vecat 5. This, of course, is the same as the sectional category of the 
associated principal bundle and, from another angle, the category of the classifying 
map. The results of 07 and 08 may therefore be drawn upon without comment. 
For example, take 6 to be a real line-bundle over X, classified by w,(e) E 
H’(X; 2,). We apply (8.4) to the associated O(l)-bundle and conclude that vecat (5) I 
n if and only if there exists a map f:X+ P. such that f*y = w,(t), where y 
generates Zf’(P,; 2,). 
Continuous functors (see[20]) in the category % of vector spaces can be extended 
to vector bundles in the standard way. If T: V + V is such a functor then clearly 
(9.1) vecat (Te) Cr vecat (t), 
for any vector bundle 5‘ over X. Thus category in this sense is not increased by adding 
on a trivial bundle or by taking multiples or exterior powers. A similar result holds if 
T is a continuous functor of several variables. For example if T : % X V + % then 
(9.2) vecat T(& 71) < vecat (5) + vecat (7.r) 
for any vector bundles .$rl over X. This follows by the same type of argument as was 
used to prove (2.3). In particular (9.2) holds when T is the direct sum or tensor 
product. 
In what follows we confine our attention to real vector bundles; similar results can 
be obtained in the complex and quaternionic cases. The reduced Grothendieck ring 
go(X) admits Adams operations 4’, for any integer k. We define the Adams closure 
of a given subset M of the ring to be the union of the subsets $kM, for all k. By an 
obvious variant of the argument used to prove (1.3) we obtaint 
PROPOSITION (9.3). For any vector bundle 5 over X the nilpotency index of the 
Adams closure of [,$I- n E I?O(X), where n = dim 5, provides a lower bound for 
vecat (5). 
There are also cohomological lower bounds. Let us define the Stiefel- Whitney 
index of .$ to be the nilpotency index of the subring of H*(X; 2,) generated by the 
Stiefel-Whitney classes w,(e), WZ(~), . . . , and define the Pontrjagin index of 6 
to be that of the subring of H*(X; 2) generated by the Pontrjagin classes p,(t), 
P2k3. * . * . In the oriented case let us further define the Euler-Pontjugin index to be 
the nilpotency index of the subring of H*(X; 2) generated by the Euler class and the 
Pontrjagin classes of 6 (a similar definition may be made in the non-oriented case 
when the coefficients are twisted). From (7.1) we have 
PROPOSITION (9.4). For any vector bundle 5 the Stiefel- Whitney index and the 
Pontjagin index are lower bounds for vecat 5. When 5 is oriented the Euler-Pontrjagin 
index is also a lower bound. 
Note that (9.4) can also be deduced from (8.3) with E the associated principal 
bundle of 5. In fact there is a possibility that (8.3) may be stronger than (9.4) since the 
tThere is a similar result using exterior powers instead of Adams operatiok. 
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kernel of p* may, for example, contain Massey products formed from characteristic 
classes which are not equal to characteristic chsses themselves. 
Of course cat X provides a general upper bound for vecat (f) but it is often 
possible to improve on this in particular cases. For example, consider vector bundles 
over the projective spaces Pt = P(R’) (k = 1,2,. . .). Recall that the multiple tL of the 
canonical line bundle L over Pr, is trivial if and only if t = 0 mod 2’(‘), where q(k) 
denotes the number of integers s in the range 0 < s < k such that s = 0, 1, 2 or 4 
mod 8. In other words vecat (tL) = 1 if and only if t = 0 mod 2“‘(“. It would be 
interesting to know vecat (tL) for other values of t. 
Subadditivity shows that 
vecat (5) cc vecat (t]Pm) + vecat (Z[Pn), 
for any vector bundle ,$ over P,,,,,. To see this, write R”‘” = R” x R”. Then P,,, can 
be regarded, in the usual way, as the union of a disc bundle over P(R” X (0)) and a 
disc bundle over P({O} x R”). Hence and from (7.1) we obtain (9.5). 
It follows at one .hat if 5 is a vector bundle over Pk, and if ,!jP,, is trivial for some 
n 5 k, then secat (4) s [k/n]‘, where [q]’ denotes the least integer zthe rational 9. Let 
us compare this with our lower bounds in case 5 = kL, the stable tangent bundle to A. 
Recall that KO(Pt) is generated, as a ring, by (r = [L] - 1, and czcp(“) # 0. A good 
example is when k is a power of 2, say k = 2’ with t 2 4 (of course kL is trivial for 
k = 2, 4 and 8). The lower bound for vecat (kL) given by (9.3) is [2’-‘/(t + l)]‘. The 
upper bound given by subadditivity is [Y/c(t)]‘, where 
c(t) = 2t (I = 1,2 mod 4) 
=2t+l(t=Omod4) 
= 2t + 2 (t = 3 mod 4). 
The upper and lower bounds coincide when t = 3 mod 4 but when t 13 mod 4 a gap 
appears, as shown in the following table. 
t=4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1.b. = 2 3 5 8 15’ 26 47 86 158 
u.b. = 2 4 6 8 16 29 52 86 164 
Cohomology does not help, since all characteristic classes vanish for the cases under 
consideration. 
810 FIBRE SPACES 
It is clear how to define the category of a fibre space p : E+ X. We consider 
coverings of X by open sets over which E is trivial, in the sense of fibre homotopy 
type. By the category of E, as a fibre space, we mean the minimum cardinality of such 
coverings. We use the notation Q-cat E so as to avoid confusion with the category of 
E as a space. Note that Q-cat E is equal to the category of the classifying map X + B of 
E, where B denotes the Dold-Lashof classifying space for fibrations with the relevant 
fibre. Also that Q-cat E = cat X when E is the fibre space of based paths in X. 
Of course secat (E) 5 @-cat(E) scat X. If E is a G-bundle then @-cat (E)s 
G-cat(E). The basic properties of Q-cat, for example its behaviour under fibre 
suspension, fibre product and fibre join, are analogous to those of G-cat. 
If E is an orthogonal sphere-bundle a lower bound for Q-cat E is provided by the 
Stiefel-Whitney index, since the Stiefel-Whitney classes are invariants of the fibre 
homotopy type. Certain expressions in the Pontrjagin classes are also known to be 
invariant (see [ 11) and these give rise to lower bounds similarly. Unfortunately I do not 
see how to obtain a K-theoretic lower bound in the case of Q-cat. Of course the lower 
bounds of 99 for secat E are also lower bounds for @-cat E. 
Sphere-bundles over projective spaces have been much studied and it would be 
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interesting to determine their category, in the present sense. Subadditivity gives an 
upper bound but in general there is a large gap between this and the lower bounds 
obtained from the characteristic classes. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to another nilpotency result, as follows 
(see also 1241). Let p : E + X be a fibration. Let Q(E) denote the semigroup of classes 
of fibre-preserving maps E + E, classified by fibrehomotopy. A section s :X --* E 
determines a fibre-preserving map sp : E + E. If sp = s’p, by a fibre-homotopy, then 
s = s’, vertically. Thus we may regard the set T(E) of vertical homotopy classes of 
sections as a subset of Q(E). The right-action of Q(E) on T(E) is trivial but the 
left-action, in general, is not. 
A fibre-preserving map Q : E + E determines, by restriction, a map Qx : E, + E, of 
the fibre E, = p-lx over the point x E X. If Q, is nulhomotopic, for all x E X, we 
describe Q as fibre-trivial. When X is path-connected this condition is satisfied for all 
the fibres if it is satisfied for one. The fibre-trivial fibre-preserving maps form a subset 
6(E) of &J,(E), containing T(E), which is invariant under both left and right actions. We 
prove . 
PROPOSITION (10.1). Let X be an ANR, and let E be Q fibre space over X. Then 
@(EN” C r(E) 
where n = cat E. 
We start by recalling a special case of a theorem of Stram [351. Let Q : E + E be a 
fibre-preserving map such that Q/A is fibre-homotopic to sp]A, for some closed 
subspace A C X and section s of E over A. Then Q is fibre-homotopic to a 
fibre-preserving map Q' such that Q’IA = sp/A. 
Since X is an ANR we can, for reasons given in 03, work with categorical closed 
coverings rather than open coverings. Let {A,, . . . , A,,} be a closed covering of X 
which is categorical for X and let Si (i = 1, . . . , n) denote the subset of S = 6(E) 
consisting of classes of fibre-trivial fibre-preserving maps such that (P/A, U . . . U Ai 
is given by a section. Then S, = S, by Str0m’s result, and S,, = r(E). I assert that 
S ’ Si C Si+l (i A 1,. . . , n - 1). 
For since EIAi+I is trivial Strplm’s lemma shows that every element of S can be 
represented by a fibre-preserving Q : E + E given by a section s, say, on Ai+!. We 
postcompose Q with a fibre-preserving $ : E + E which is given by a section ti, say, on 
A, U... U Ai. Then Q$ : E + E is given by the section Qri on A I U . . . U Ai and by s 
on Ai+,. Since Qti and s must coincide on (A, U . . . U Ai) fl Ai+\ a section Si+\ over 
A, U... U Ai U Ai+l is given by Qti on Al U . . . U Ai and by s on Ai+,. Since Q$ is 
given by Si+l on Al U . . . U Ai+l this proves the assertion and (10.1) follows at once. 
There is a similar result in ex-homotopy theory. We recall from[24] than an 
ex-space over X consists of a space p : E + X over X and a section s :X + E. An 
ex-map Q : E + E is a map of spaces such that pqp = p and QS = s. Ex-homotopies are 
similarly defined and the set of ex-homotopy class of ex-maps is denoted by a,,(E). 
Functional composition determines a semigroup structure on the set with the class 0 
of the trivial ex-map sp as zero element. The fibre E, = p-lx over a point x E .X is a 
pointed space with basepoint s(x). An ex-map Q: E +E determines, by restriction, a 
pointed map Q~ : E, + E,. If cpI is nulhomotopic in the pointed sense for all x E X we 
say that Q is fibre-trivial. The fibre-trivial ex-maps form an ideal c&E) of the 
semigroup @o(E). The nilpotency index of the ideal is defined as in the case of a ring 
and we have 
PROPOSITION (10.2). Let X be an ANR. Suppose p : E +X is a jibration and that 
s :X+ E is a cofibration. Then the nilpotency index of 6,(E) is a lower bound for 
cat E. 
For these conditions imply (see[24]) that the counterimage of r(E) under the 
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section-disregarding function 
60(E) + O,(E) 
contains only the zero element. Hence (10.2) follows at once from (10.1). 
This result suggests that cat has a significant role to play in ex-homotopy theory. 
Suppose that E is a double suspension, in the sense of the theory, so that WE) 
admits the abelian group structure given by track addition as well as the multiplicative 
structure given by functional composition. In particular suppose that E is the double 
suspension of a sphere-bundle of the form S([ @ l), where .$ is a Euclidean q-space 
bundle and the section is given by +I in the line bundle. The double suspension 
a E (P,(E) of the involution S(-1 @ 1) is a basic ingredient of the theory. Now 
a 5 (- l)q mod 6,,(E), from degree considerations. Hence if n = cat E we have 
(a - (-l)q)” = 0, by (10.2), and hence 2”-‘a = 2”-’ or -2”-’ according as 9 is even or 
odd. This result has various consequences for the ex-homotopy theoretic Whitehead 
product, as explained in[23]. 
$11 MINIMAX AND CATEGORY 
The notion of category was originally introduced by Lusternik and Schnirelmann 
during research into the global calculus of variations. No review of the subject would 
be complete without at least a sketch of their main result. For full details the article 
by Palais[281 may be consulted. 
Let M be a smooth manifold, without boundary, and f : M + R a smooth function 
bounded from below. One distinguishes between regular points of M, where df is 
non-zero, and critical points, where df vanishes. Let K C A4 denote the set of critical 
points. Then fK C R is the set of critical values and fM - fK the set of regular 
values of f. For any a E R we write 
M. = f-‘(-a, a); K, = K n M,. 
Under fairly general conditions, and without assuming that the critical points are 
isolated, the following can be established about the behaviour of the sets M, (i) near a 
regular value and (ii) near a critical value. 
(i) If a E R is regular then, for some E > 0, there exists an isotopy p, of M such 
that cpl M,,, C Ma-,. 
(ii) If a E R is critical then, for all sufficiently small neighbourhoods U of K. and 
E > 0, there exists an isotopy (p, of M such that v,(M~+~ - U) C M,-,. 
With these results in mind we now consider families 9 of subsets of M which are 
isotopy-invariant : that is, if F E 9 then qDIF E 9 for any isotopy cpt of M. For 
example, take 9 to be the family of single-element subsets of M. For another, take 9 
to be the family of subsets F such that a given singular homology cIass can be 
represented by a cycle with support C 
c M such that cat,M F 5 m. (Here catM F denotes the 
category of the inclusion F C M, as in $7). Write minimax (f, 9,,,) = c,,,(f), which is 
critical, as we have seen. Note that c,(j) is the absolute minimum of f and that 
c,,,(j) s c,,,+,(f), by monotonicity. 
For any critical value c there exist, by (ii), arbitrarily small neighbourhoods U of 
the critical set K, and arbitrarily small E > 0 such that cp,(M,+, - U) C A&_,, for som_e 
isotropy (p, of M. Since M is an ANR we can choose U so that catMK, = catM U. 
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Now 
catMM,_, Z caticrcp,(Mc+, - U) = catM(M,+, - U). 
Hence 
catM IV,+, -( catM (MC+, U LI), by monotonicity, 
5 catM (M,,, - U) + catM 0, by subadditivity, 
% catM MC__, +catM K,. 
In particular, suppose that c = c,,,u) = c,(f), where m < n c: cat M. Then cat,w M,,, 2 
n, cat,,, M,_, < m and so 
catM Kc 2 catM M,,, -catMM,_,Zn-m+l. 
It follows at once that dimM K, 2 n - m. 
We are now ready to show that f has at least tn = cat M critical points. Make the 
inductive hypothesis that M,u, contains at least m critical points for m = 1. . . . , n - 1, 
where 1~ n 5 cat M. I assert that M+J, contains at least n critical points. For if 
c,_]u) Z c,,cf) there is at least one critical point on f-‘cn(f), hence at least n on 
f_‘&(f) u N._,(f) c MC&) 
If c,,_,Q) = c,(f), on the other hand, then catMK, 12, as we have just seen, hence 
dim K, -> 1, by (2.1), and so the number of critical points is infinite. In both cases, 
therefore, the inductive step is established and the proof of the Lusternik-Schnirel- 
mann theorem is complete. 
Recently Takens[37] has extended this classical result to the case of manifolds 
with boundary, assuming that on the boundary f is constant, regular and maximal. 
When all the critical points of f are non-degenerate one can, of course, use Morse 
theory instead. In that case (see(271) the manifold has the homotopy type of a 
CW-complex with precisely one cell for each critical point, the ulmension of the cell 
being equal to the index of the critical point. This is a better result, of course, but the 
assumption of non-degeneracy is inconvenient if one is interested in the functions 
rather than just the manifold. 
The Lusternik-Schnirelmann theorem has been extensively developed on the 
analytical side: see, for example, numerous articles by authors such as F. E. Browder, 
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